Subjects in a laboratory experiment withdraw earnings from a cash reserve evolving according to an arithmetic Brownian motion in near-continuous time. Aggressive withdrawal policies expose subjects to risk of bankruptcy but the policy that maximizes expected earnings need not maximize the odds of survival. When profit maximization is consistent with high rates of survival (HS treatments), subjects adjust decisively towards the optimum. When survival and profit maximization are sharply at odds (LS treatments), subjects persistently (and suboptimally) hoard excess cash in an evident effort to improve survival rates. The design ensures that this hoarding is not due to standard risk aversion. Analysis of period-to-period adjustments in strategies suggests instead that hoarding is due to a widespread bias towards survival in the subject population.
Introduction
The relationship between profit maximization and survival has long held a central role in economics.
An influential and long standing conjecture (sometimes called the Market Selection Hypothesis 1 ) holds that deviations from profit maximization cannot long survive in the field because profit maximizing firms must also be the most likely to survive. This idea -the classical justification for the profit maximization assumption in economics -is deeply intuitive but it is often wrong.
In a provocative paper Dutta and Radner (1999) point out that strategies that maximize profits need not maximize the odds of survival. In fact in many realistic settings, agents can significantly improve their survival odds by deviating systematically from wealth maximizing strategies. For example, a firm's cash serves both as the reservoir out of which it pays profits and as a buffer against bankrupting runs of bad luck. A (discounted, expected) profit maximizing firm must regularly pay out cash as profits but doing so necessary erodes its defenses against bankruptcy, exposing it to a potentially severe hazard of going bankrupt. 2 On the other hand a firm biased towards survival can improve its odds simply by hoarding excess cash, losing expected discounted profits in the bargain. Dutta and Radner show that biases towards survival, if they exist, can short circuit the forces of market selection, allowing serious deviations from profit maximization to survive in the real world. 3 Do such biases towards survival actually exist? There are reasons to suspect they might.
Economists long overestimated the linkage between survival and profit maximization and it stands to reason that economic agents might be prone to the same mistake. Given the deep-rooted importance attached to survival in most spheres of life, it seems plausible that people may persistently interpret failures to survive as failures to optimize, even when this interpretation is highly mislead-ing. Firms often do hoard cash especially when cash flows are volatile (Han and Qiu, 2007; Bates et al. 2009 ), though it is difficult to tell whether this hoarding is driven by excessive concern for survival. Key variables necessary for benchmarking optimal behavior are unobservable in the field and decision problems are far more complex than in our models. In order to shed some empirical light on this question, we conduct a controlled laboratory experiment directly testing Dutta and Radner's model.
In our experiment, subjects choose when to withdraw earnings from a cash reserve that evolves according to an arithmetic Brownian motion in near-continuous time. If the reserve ever falls to zero, the subject goes "bankrupt" and is unable to make further withdrawals. Dutta and Radner (1999) show that an expected wealth maximizing agent will withdraw all cash overflowing a threshold level τ * (determined by parameters of the model) and never withdraw when cash reserves are lower. 4 In order to test for bias towards survival, we study two sets of treatments, varying the degree to which survival and profit maximization conflict. In High Survival (HS) treatments, wealth maximizing thresholds are consistent with high expected rates of survival (nearly 90 percent).
In Low Survival (LS) treatments optimality and expected survival rates are in sharp conflict; optimizing subjects face a survival rate of only 33 percent. In order to improve survival odds in either treatment, a subject must hold a larger than optimal reserve of cash by setting a higher than optimal threshold. However since subjects nearly always survive at optima in HS treatments, even subjects biased towards survival have little reason to deviate from optima. Survival biased subjects in LS treatments, by contrast, have strong reasons to deviate. Thus under the hypothesis that subjects have a bias towards survival we expect to see substantially higher than optimal thresholds in the LS treatments but not in the HS treatments.
This is just what we observe. Thresholds in both HS treatments move decisively towards distinct optima and settle at or near optimal levels. In LS treatments, this learning process fails and subjects persistently set thresholds far higher than optimal ones, hoarding large reserves of excess cash. This hoarding can be quite severe: in one treatment (LS-10), the median subject's threshold is 300% too high and as a result average earnings are less than a third of those expected at the optimum. Evidence from period to period adjustments in thresholds suggests that that nearly 90% of subjects have some degree of bias towards survival in both HS and LS treatments.
Counterfactual analysis suggests that differences in survival rates (not differences in rates of bias) across the treatment types drive our main treatment effect: without low survival rates LS subjects, like HS subjects, would tend towards optimal thresholds.
Critically, our design ensures that hoarding cannot be an outgrowth of standard risk aversion over earnings. In fact hoarding actually exposes subjects to greater earnings risk than does optimal behavior (see section 5 below). Risk aversion over wealth will induce optimizing subjects to withdraw more cash than is optimal not less, increasing their likelihood of bankruptcy. Indeed, an infinitely risk averse subject in our experiment will put no weight on survival, liquidating her firm at the first moment.
We interpret our results instead as an outgrowth of a persistent inferential error: subjects have trouble disentangling the signals provided by survival and earnings when they conflict. A deeply ingrained (and usually reliable) heuristic towards survival leads subjects to associate survival with optimality, leading to large and persistent failures in environments where the two goals are in conflict. This misapplied heuristic is surprisingly persistent, continuing to guide behavior even after dozens of periods of feedback and experience.
To our knowledge, our work is the first to identify biases towards survival in the laboratory.
In a very distantly related paper, Schotter, Weiss and Zapater (1996) examine whether a frame of economic survival can alter decisions in bargaining games. Oprea (2008) studies principalagent problems and corporate takeover in dynamic cash management games that resemble ours in some respects. More generally, our paper contributes to a relatively small literature on dynamicstochastic decision problems that has focused so far primarily on savings problems (e.g. Ballinger et al. (2003) , Brown et al. (2009 ), Hey et al. (1988 ) and investment problems (e.g. Oprea et al. (2009) ).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a simple case of Dutta and Radner's (1999) model and describes the discrete approximation we take to the lab. Section 3 describes our experimental design and implementation and operationalizes the model as a pair of hypotheses. Section 4 presents our main hypothesis tests. Section 5 shows that risk aversion cannot account for our results. Section 6 uses individual data to measure survival bias, uses counterfactual analysis based on individual regressions to explain our main treatment effects and offers a plausible psychological interpretation of survival bias. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Model, Wealth Maximizing Predictions, and Discretization
Consider an entrepreneur in control of a firm with a cash reserve, Y (t). At any moment, t, the firm's cash is given by
where Y (0) is the firm's initial level of cash and X(t) is the firm's net inflow of cash by time t. The cash inflow begins at time t = 0 and evolves according to an arithmetic Brownian motion:
where z is a standard Weiner process, µ is the cash flow's drift and σ is its volatility. The entrepreneur sets a withdrawal policy W (t), a description of the cumulative amount of cash withdrawn from the reserve by time t. We assume W (t) ≤ Y (0) + X(t) (the entrepreneur cannot withdraw more cash than has accumulated in her account).
The entrepreneur's problem has an infinite horizon and she discounts time at rate δ.
The entrepreneur faces an important constraint on her withdrawals: if Y (t) ever reaches zero the firm is bankrupt, Y (t) will never again rise above zero and the entrepreneur will make no future withdrawals.
The firm's problem is to maximize the discounted expected total withdrawals given by
where T is the (stochastic) time at which the firm is finally bankrupt. In order to maximize withdrawals, the entrepreneur must balance the immediate consumption value of cash with its insurance value against bankruptcy. 5 Withdrawing cash now directly increases profits but it also increases the probability a run of bad lack will bankrupt the firm, doing away with future profit opportunities.
Dutta and Radner show that the value function V * (Y (t)) is strictly concave over [0, τ * ] for some τ * , has a slope V (τ * ) = 1 and linearly increases (with slope greater than 1) at Y (t) > τ * . A withdrawal at time t of size w yields a gain of w, a loss of wV (Y (t))dt and therefore a net gain of
and y − τ * if y > τ * (sinceV (Y (t)) is < 1). We will call this optimal class of policy an overflow policy: the firm withdraws nothing when Y (t) < τ * and withdraws Y (t) − τ * whenever Y (t) > τ * .
The level of the optimal threshold τ * is determined by the parameters of the cash process and the discount rate. Defining λ and θ as the absolute values of the positive and negative roots of the expression σx 2 + 2µx − 2δ = 0, Dutta and Radner show that the expected profit maximizing threshold level is
Moreover, given an initial level of cash Y (0) > τ * (always true in the parameterizations used in our experiment), the expected discounted returns are given by µ δ − τ * . We refer the reader to Dutta and Radner (1999) for proofs and additional details.
An important feature of the profit maximizing policy is that it does not maximize the survival prospects of the firm. The threshold τ * is a reflecting barrier while 0 is an absorbing one. By setting any threshold the firm ensures that cash will repeatedly fall towards 0 in a series of downward cycles. Eventually one of these downward cycles will (almost) surely be large enough to reach zero, ruining the firm. The firm's expected lifespan at the optimum can vary dramatically across parameters, a fact we exploit in our design. However, for any set of parameters, the entrepreneur can reduce expected profits and increase the likelihood (and duration) of survival simply by raising her threshold to τ * + , hoarding excess cash in the firm as insurance against ruin.
Discrete Implementation
Continuous time Brownian motion is an idealization unsuitable for the laboratory so we implement near-continuous time binomial approximations (e.g. Dixit, 1993 ) that closely mirror the look, feel and distributional qualities of Brownian motion. Time is divided into a number of discrete "ticks" each lasting ∆t minutes and in each tick the cumulative cash flow X(t) increments up or down by a fixed amount h > 0. The direction of the cash movements is stochastic: with probability p > 0.5 cash increases to X(t) + h and with probability 1 − p decreases to X(t) − h.
The salient feature of Brownian motion is that over a time interval of length g, the change in X(t), ∆X(t) , is a random variable distributed N (µg, σ 2 g). In our discrete approximation, over any time interval, g the change in X(t) is instead binomially distributed. However, by the Central Limit Theorem, as ∆t approaches zero, the distribution of ∆X(t) approaches the normal distribution and the underlying stochastic process approaches a Brownian motion. Thus, by setting ∆t very low (0.003 minutes in our sessions) we can very closely approximate a Brownian motion in the lab.
Limiting Brownian parameters can be recovered from binomial parameters. The drift parameter
while volatility is
Note that there is not a perfect mapping from the binomial parameters (p and h) to the Brownian parameters (µ and σ). However drift is mainly dependent on p and volatility mainly on h.
Impatience is an important component of the model but infinite time models are impractical fits to the lab for obvious reasons. Following the most common approach in the literature, we instead induce impatience by setting a q probability each tick that that tick is the last (e.g., Roth and Murnighan 1978) . 6 This creates a "shadow of the future" that induces the model's impatience while simultaneously allowing experimental sessions of finite length.
If expiration has a probability Q per unit time, then the expected value of 1 unit of payoff to be paid one time unit in the future is 1 − Q. With η = 1/∆t time steps per unit of time, and expiration probability q per time step, the discount factor is e −δ = 1
In Appendix A we report simulations showing that optimal decisions in discrete time binomial implementations closely mirror predictions generated by their limiting Brownian analogues. In all treatments, the time step in minutes is ∆t = 0.003.
Design and Hypotheses
We study four main treatments, each generated by a unique combination of the three binomial parameters driving the model. The treatments form a 2x2 factorial design, built using two treatment variables. The first variable is τ * , the optimal (wealth maximizing) threshold. In half of the treatments (called T − 10) the optimum is 10.84; in the other half (called T − 22) the optimum is about 22. By widely varying the predictions, we can sharply test the degree to which the (latent) optimum shapes subjects'
behavior.
The second (and primary) treatment variable is the rate of survival generated at optimal thresholds. In half of the treatments (denoted High Survival or HS treatments) agents can expect to survive most of the time when optimizing (88% survival in HS-10 and HS-22); in the other half (Low Survival or LS treatments) survival is rare (34% in LS-22 and 33% in LS-10) at the optimum.
Thus, half of our treatments generate a strong conflict between survival and wealth maximization while the other half do not, allowing us to crisply test for the existence of a bias for survival.
We hypothesize below that survival bias (if it exists) will induce greater deviations from wealth maximizing threshold choices in LS than in HS treatments.
A final element of the design is worth highlighting. We chose parameters that create strong incentives to avoid setting higher than optimal thresholds. This makes higher than optimal survival rates very costly to achieve, generating a particularly strong test for the existence of survival bias.
Details are provided in Appendix A. 
Laboratory Implementation
Sessions were conducted at the LEEPS laboratory using undergraduate students at the University of California, Santa Cruz. No subject participated in more than one treatment. Subjects sat at visually isolated terminals and made their decisions using a custom piece of JAVA software. In order to ensure independence across subject, subjects did not interact with one another during the experiment and were not informed of one another's decisions.
Each session was composed of a series of 60 periods, each an independent implementation of the dynamic decision problem described in section 2. Each period, j, was divided into a series of N j ticks, each lasting 1/5 of a second. Sixty values of N (the period length) were randomly and independently drawn for each value of q in the design (0.004 and 0.005) before data collection began and were assigned to subjects in an independent random order. 8 Thus while subjects in the same treatment experienced the same set of period lengths, they experienced them in different orders.
At the beginning of each period, each subject was endowed with Y (0) = 40 units of cash. blue and move to the left over time as on a ticker tape. On the right side of the screen is a horizontal dotted line, the decision barrier. Whenever the current cash is above the decision barrier, money is withdrawn to the level of the barrier and the withdrawn amount is represented as a vertical green line. At any point during the period (and as often as desired), subjects can press the space bar to pause the period and drag the threshold to a new location. By setting the decision barrier and never moving it, subjects can set an overflow policy of the optimal sort. By temporarily dragging the decision barrier below the current cash level, subjects can execute a one-time withdrawal. The decision barrier tool allows the subjects to choose an overflow policy of the optimal sort but also allows subjects to implement a variety of other withdrawal strategies. If the cash ever reaches zero, the subject is bankrupt, the line turns red and the cash stays at zero for the remainder of the period (until the random ending time, N j is reached). 9
Our dataset includes observations from 17 sessions, with between 7 and 11 subjects in each. In total 130 subjects are represented in the dataset; 34 in HS-10, 35 in HS-22, 30 in LS-10 and 31 in LS-22. Due to software glitches early in data collection, we are missing up to 6 early periods of data affecting 6 of the subjects. 10
In order to generate salient payouts, subjects were paid based on their accumulated withdrawals in excess of 1800 points. Because of differences in the value function across treatments, a scaling factor was applied to each treatment to roughly equalize expected earnings at optimal play across treatments. The average session lasted roughly 75 minutes and the average subject's earnings were approximately $17.00.
Hypotheses
We use each subject's sequence of withdrawals from the cash reserve as our basic unit of analysis.
At each withdrawal we observe a revealed threshold -a level to which a subject is willing to reduce her cash reserves. 11 We can decompose the wealth maximizing predictions from section 2 into two 9 It is important to reiterate that subjects that go bankrupt retain any withdrawals made prior to bankruptcy. The only effect of bankruptcy is to prevent subjects from making future withdrawals during the period. We emphasized this point to subjects several times during instructions. 10 Rather more severe early software errors lead to losses of up to 15 periods of data towards the end of the session for a further 12 subjects (beyond the 130 subjects described in the text). Because our hypothesis tests focus on convergent late period data, we are forced to drop these incomplete observations from the dataset, retaining only subjects for whom we are missing no more than one late period of data. 11 In each treatment the initial cash Y (0) = 40 endowment is set well above the optimal threshold, τ * k , allowing us to observe initial withdrawals even for subjects that set highly upward-biased thresholds. As a result subjects make at least one withdrawal in 97 percent of all periods allowing us to measure average threshold choices in nearly all periods. In the analysis below we use the highest level the cash reserve reached as a lower bound estimate of the subject's revealed threshold in these no-withdrawal periods.
main claims about the nature of this sequence of withdrawals and the thresholds they reveal. This decomposition gives us two main behavioral hypotheses.
First, wealth maximization requires subjects to implement an overflow policy. Subjects setting an optimal overflow policy make an initial withdrawal from the endowment of y 0 = 40 of size 40 − τ * k and afterward withdraw cash immediately whenever it exceeds the threshold level. If subjects withdraw cash immediately as it exceeds the intended threshold, they will typically make withdrawals the size of a single uptick, h. The main alternative to an overflow policy is an accumulation policy in which subjects allow large amounts of cash to accumulate and infrequently make large withdrawals. Hypothesis 1. (Overflow Policies) In each period, subjects make only one withdrawal greater than size h and on average make withdrawals of precisely size h.
Second -and most importantly -wealth maximization requires that subjects withdraw cash to a threshold level, τ * k , dictated by treatment k's parameters, that optimally balances certain immediate earnings with insurance against bankruptcy. The experiment was designed to test Hypothesis 2 against the alternative hypothesis of survival bias (Hypothesis 1 is auxiliary). By holding higher than optimal average thresholds (violating Hypothesis 2), subjects can accumulate an excess buffer of cash and thereby increase their likelihood of surviving. In HS treatments the goal of wealth maximization and high rates of survival are relatively consistent, so a bias towards survival should not induce large deviations from optimality.
In LS treatments, by contrast, the goals of optimality and high rates of survival are sharply in conflict; a bias towards survival should lead subjects to make threshold choices in excess of optimal ones. Thus an important alternative to Hypothesis 2 is that subjects come close to optimality in HS treatments but deviate substantially upwards in LS treatments. 12
12 Alternatives to Hypothesis 1 are also readily available but are less central to our motivating research questions.
Instead of making the small withdrawals predicted by Hypothesis 1, subjects may repeatedly accumulate large excesses of cash and make infrequent but large withdrawals down to a fixed threshold level. This pattern of behavior would generate lower expected earnings and increase earnings risk substantially relative to an overflow policy.
We begin by confirming our first, (auxiliary) hypothesis that subjects withdraw cash using an "overflow policy", making one (and only one) large withdrawal (of size 40-T) each period and afterward frequent but small withdrawals (of size h) whenever cash overflows the threshold, τ . 13
Operationally, a subject setting such a policy will make (i) only one withdrawal greater than size h per period and (ii) a median withdrawal of precisely h across periods. 14 The data strongly support this hypothesis: In every treatment the median withdrawal is exactly of size h and in every treatment the median number of withdrawals greater than h is one. Overall, 84% of subjects make only one withdrawal greater than size h in their median period. MannWhitney tests using by-subject median withdrawals do not allow us to reject the hypothesis that withdrawals are of size h in any treatment at the five percent level. Likewise Mann-Whitney tests using subject-wise medians (across periods) do not allow us to reject the hypothesis that the number of large (greater than h) withdrawals differs from one. Together these give us a first result:
Result 1. Subject withdrawal patterns tend to match overflow policies of the optimal class.
Our second (and main) hypothesis is that subjects tend to withdraw cash to optimal threshold levels in each treatment. Our experiment was designed to test this against the alternative hypothesis that convergence to the optimum is considerably stronger in High Survival than Low Survival treatments due to a bias towards survival. The results are striking in three ways. First when optimality and high survival rates coincide (HS treatments), thresholds fall decisively towards distinct optima, ending near or at respective 13 Strictly speaking, overflow policies also imply that agents will withdraw to only a single threshold level each period. It is, however, difficult to distinguish within-period learning and experimentation from suboptimal policytypes, so we do not pose this as criterion for an overflow policy. Still, the data suggests that subjects tend to hold relatively stationary thresholds within period as predicted: the modal subject never changes her threshold within period and by the last half the median difference between highest and lowest threshold used within period is a mere 1.2 points. 14 The most salient alternative to an overflow policy is an "accumulation policy", in which subjects allow cash to pile up in reserves well above the intended threshold level and make infrequent large withdrawals. This (highly suboptimal) alternative will generate a very different pattern in the data: in the median period we would observe more than one withdrawal greater than h and the median withdrawal would be larger than h. optimal levels. When optimality and high survival rates are in conflict (LS treatments), however, the median subject shows no tendency towards the optimum over time -indeed thresholds in the LS-22 move sharply upward away from the optimum.
Second, at each value of τ * , LS thresholds are substantially larger than corresponding HS thresholds. Overall, by the final ten percent of the session, the median LS subject's deviation from the optimum is over five times larger than the median HS subject's deviation. A KolmogorovSmirnov test using by-subject medians confirms that the distributions are significantly different (p < 0.001). Thus hoarding is much more severe in LS treatments than in HS treatments.
Finally, thresholds in the two HS treatments cleanly separate towards two distinct optima by the end of the session (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.001) while LS-22 and LS-10 thresholds are mutually indistinguishable (p = 0.285) and converge well above either optimum. Thus, while theoretical predictions powerfully organize HS data they seem to have no explanatory power for LS data. Appendix B delves into this issue in more detail and presents, for robustness, data from a fifth treatment, HS-32, in which thresholds actually rise over time as predicted and converge to Table 2 : Subject classifications based on median thresholds in the final 10% of periods.
an optimum of 32. Data from the three HS treatments separate quite starkly from one another as predicted, reaching (and staying at) exactly optimal levels in two of three cases while no such separation or convergence occurs in LS treatments.
Together these observations give us a second result.
Result 2. While HS subjects show decisive tendencies towards optimal thresholds, LS subjects tend to severely hoard cash by persistently setting thresholds above optimal levels. By the end, this hoarding is over five times more severe for the median LS subject than for the median HS subject.
Aggregates are useful, but unavoidably conceal important individual heterogeneity. To provide a deeper view of the data we construct a simple (and conservative) taxonomy based on individual subjects' median threshold in the final 10% of periods. We classify subjects holding thresholds at least 10 points above the optimum as "Hoarders". Such subjects evince a serious and costly bias:
they can expect to lose roughly 20% or more of optimal expected earnings by holding thresholds this high. Subjects holding thresholds at least 10 points too low we call Anti-Hoarders. Other subjects we call "Converged-10" (as their thresholds lie within 10 points of the optimum).
Results are shown for each treatment in Table 2 . Severe hoarding is considerably more common in LS than HS treatments: subjects are 2-3 times more likely to be Hoarders in LS than are HS subjects. While only about a quarter of HS subjects can be classified as Hoarders, nearly half of LS-22 subjects and over 3/4 of LS-10 subjects can. A Fisher exact test allows us to reject the hypothesis that HS and LS subjects are equally likely to be Hoarders (p < 0.001).
Table 2 also shows that subjects are roughly 2-3 times more likely to converge in the neighborhood of the optimum in HS than in LS treatments. Fisher exact tests allows us to reject the hypothesis that subjects are equally likely to be classified as Converged-10 (p < 0.001).
Our definition of convergence in this taxonomy (Converged-10) is quite forgiving of even moderate deviations from optimality. In the final column of the table we consider a more stringent definition: we classify a subject as "Converged-5" if they hold thresholds within 5 points of the optimum. These subjects sacrifice no more than ten percent of optimal expected earnings by their deviations and are therefore quite close to the optimum in expected payoff space. The results suggest that subjects are 2-5 times more likely to have converged in this sense in HS than in LS treatments: around half of subjects converge in each of the LS treatment while less than half this proportion do in LS. A Fisher exact test confirms that subjects are significantly more likely to be classified as Converged-5 in HS than in LS treatments (p < 0.001).
Taken together, our results indicate that subjects are considerably more likely to converge to near optimal behavior in HS treatments than in LS treatments; conversely subjects show much stronger tendencies towards severe hoarding in LS treatments than in HS treatments.
Result 3. By the end of the session, LS subjects are over twice as likely as HS subjects to severely hoard cash and less than half as likely to converge near the optimum.
It is tempting to attribute hoarding by LS subjects to standard risk aversion. However, it bears emphasizing that this cannot be the case: risk aversion cannot induce rational subjects to hoard (hold too-high thresholds). Subjects in fact bear substantially more earnings risk by hoarding than by optimizing. To illustrate, Figure 3 plots the predicted standard deviation of earnings as a function of threshold choices in each treatment. A vertical gray line shows the optimum.
The plot reveals that earnings risk rises monotonically with thresholds over the relevant range 15
-subjects holding elevated thresholds suffer greater earnings risk than at the optimum. In order to reduce earnings risk , a subject must do the opposite of hoarding by setting lower-than-optimal thresholds. Indeed, an infinitely risk averse subject should liquidate at the first instant, going bankrupt for sure but completely insulating herself from risk.
This seems, at first, quite counterintuitive -cash, after all, has a sort of insurance role against bankruptcy in this setting. However, it is important to make a clear distinction between survival risk and earnings risk. The two are in fact inversely related: every unit of cash kept in the firm to insure against bankruptcy is left at risk of being evaporated by downward Brownian runs or random endings. In order to safeguard cash from risk, a subject must withdraw it from the firm, increasing her risk of failing to survive in the process. Thus while it is quite possible that subjects systematically believe that hoarding is safer from an earnings perspective, it is not possible for this to be a rational response to the environment. Attempts to achieve earnings safety via increased rates of survival require subjects to mistakenly associate earnings and survival -just the type of bias we hypothesize is at work in this data (see the next section).
What about common risk-based alternatives to expected utility theory? Loss aversion seems to have little traction as subjects do not actually lose any retained earnings by going bankrupt. 16
Prospect theory is no more useful in explaining the data as it predicts risk aversion in this setting -all earnings changes in the experiment occur in the positive domain.
Result 4. The hoarding observed in the data cannot be explained by standard risk aversion: standard risk aversion prescribes deviations in the opposite direction to those observed in the data.
15 Of course, at extremely high thresholds making any withdrawals becomes rare causing earnings risk to fall again.
These high thresholds would not be chosen by rational risk averse agents as the same earnings risk could be achieved with much higher expected earnings by setting a lower than optimal threshold instead. 16 It is possible that subjects are sub-optimally averse to the loss of future earnings possibilities. However, again, this sort of mistaken attachment to survival is just the sort of tendency we have in mind when we refer to survival bias (see below).
Risk aversion makes systematically mistaken predictions for the data, and standard loss aversion and prospect theory seem no better fits. Regardless, such explanations are missing a credible account of the cross-treatment patterns described above: hoarding is considerably more severe in LS than in HS treatments. By design, the survival rates at the optimum is the main factor varied systematically across these treatment groups and this seems to be the main predictor of systematic hoarding. Our hypothesis is that this treatment level pattern is driven by an individual level bias towards survival: a tendency to put weight on survival beyond its impact on earnings when making decisions.
In this section we provide evidence that our results are indeed driven by a bias towards survival in the subject population. In section 6.1 we use individual threshold adjustments from period to period to generate reduced form estimates of the bias and show that it is evident in most subjects and is equally prevalent and severe in HS and LS subjects. In section 6.2 we use individual estimates to form counterfactual predictions of subjects' adjustment tendencies at the optimum after survival and after bankruptcy. We show that the optimum is highly stable after survival (even in LS treatments) but highly unstable after bankruptcy -bankruptcy induces systematic upward adjustments away from the optimum in most subjects. Thus, though survival bias is equally present in both treatments, it only generates substantial deviations from the optimum in LS treatments because survival at the optimum is rare. In section 6.3 we develop a plausible psychological interpretation of the bias.
Individual Level Bias
In order to measure survival bias we examine how subjects adaptively adjust their thresholds over time. By studying how threshold adjustments between periods t − 1 and t are shaped by outcomes in period t − 1, we can get a crucial window into the factors motivating subjects' attempts to optimize their threshold choices. Consider the following simple, reduced form specification:
where τ it is subject i's median threshold in period t, bank t−1 is an indicator variable taking a value of one if subject i went bankrupt in period t−1 and w it−1 is subject i's total withdrawals (earnings) in period t − 1. and gives us an aggregate overview of how subjects adapt in this game. After surviving, lowearning subjects tend to decrease their thresholds in the following period, attempting to improve their earnings by withdrawing additional cash. As withdrawals rise from zero, this downward adjustment in thresholds becomes less aggressive and eventually reaches zero -at sufficiently high earnings surviving subjects make no threshold adjustment at all. This pattern of adjustments is sensible: Since most subjects begin by holding too-high thresholds in all treatments and serious biases below the optimum are rare in the data, making more aggressive withdrawals tends to be the right response to low earnings. 17
Under the hypothesis that subjects are not biased towards survival, these forces should be the main ones shaping adaptation: bankruptcy should only influence adjustment through its impact on withdrawals. Thus, the hypothesis that subjects' decisions are shaped only by wealth concerns implies that bank it−1 should be indistinguishable from zero after controlling for withdrawals.
The data allow us to roundly reject this hypothesis. The bankruptcy dummy is highly significant and positive, indicating that the response to bankruptcy is fundamentally different from the response to survival, even after holding earnings constant. Columns (2) and (3) add a quadratic term to allow for more flexibility in the response to withdrawals and a period control to look for autonomous trends in adjustments. These specifications indicate that subjects show a diminishing response to withdrawals (the marginal effect of a unit of withdrawals has a diminishing impact on adjustment) and show little systematic change in adjustment rules over time. Most importantly, adding these variables to the specification does not change the main result: subjects, on average, show a clear bias towards survival.
The sign and magnitudes of these estimates suggest that at all but the lowest earnings levels, bankruptcy leads to significant net upward adjustment in thresholds while survival tends to lead to reductions in thresholds. Estimated coefficients, for instance, predict that an HS-22 subject, who earns half of expected optimal levels but survives will reduce her threshold by -1.54 points in the following period. The same subject is predicted to instead increase her threshold by 2.76 points 17 It is important, when interpreting the magnitude of the intercept to keep in mind that it estimates downwards adjustments when subjects make zero withdrawals. At any positive level of earnings the size of downward adjustment for surviving subjects is significantly smaller in absolute terms.
after going bankrupt.
This pooled specification does not tell us how prevalent bias is in the subject population or whether the bias (as measured) differs systematically across treatments. To answer these questions and dig deeper into individual level results, we turn from our pooled specification to estimate the full specification (specification (3)) on each subject in our dataset individually. To limit differential effects of cumulative experience across treatment groups, we focus only on behavior from the first third of the experiment, where the most sizable systematic adjustments occur. As Appendix C shows, using the full dataset instead does not change the results. Figure 4 plots the empirical distribution function of the bias parameter, β, estimated for each subject in both the HS and LS treatments. Bias is rampant in both HS and LS treatments: it is measured positive in nearly 90% of subjects and the median across subjects is just under 5, close to the coefficient measured in the pooled specifications reported in Table 3 . In each treatment group a Wilcoxon test allows us to reject the hypothesis that the bias is zero across subjects at the one percent level.
Perhaps most importantly, distributions are virtually identical across treatment groups (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, p = 0.702). Given the vast differences in hoarding observed across treatments, this isomorphism shows that our estimates capture something structural and common about subject motivations that is not captured in raw threshold measurements. The results suggest that while subjects are equally biased towards survival in each treatment, this bias manifests in very different behavior in LS and HS treatments .
Result 5. Even after controlling for withdrawals, subjects show significantly stronger tendencies towards hoarding after going bankrupt than than after surviving. This bias is positive in nearly 90% of subjects and is equally present in HS and LS samples.
Counterfactual Analysis: Survival and the Stability of the Optimum
If survival bias is equally severe in HS and LS subjects, why do subjects set systematically different thresholds in the two treatment groups? Our explanation is simple and illuminates the diagnostic motivation of our experimental design: a subject with a positive bias parameter will tend to adjust upward away from the optimum about 2/3 of the time in LS treatments but only about 1/10 of the of the time in HS treatments. Because bankruptcy is considerably more common in LS, the same underlying bias should generate much stronger tendencies away the optimum than in HS treatments. Thus, we hypothesize that (i) bias towards survival is the primary driver of hoarding in our data and consequently (ii) differences in survival rates are behind our main treatment effect.
In order to assess this account of the data, we use the same individual estimates behind Figure 4 to form counterfactual predictions of adjustments for each subject at the optimum. Specifically we fit each subject-level regression using the expected earnings predicted at her treatment's optimum.
This gives us, for each subject, a predicted threshold adjustment. Importantly, we generate a separate counterfactual adjustment prediction after surviving and after going bankrupt. Panel (a)
of Figure 5 plots CDFs of adjustment at optimal earnings levels following a survival period for each treatment group; panel (b) plots CDFs of the same counterfactual following a bankruptcy period.
The results strongly validate our explanation. First, panel (a) shows that, after survival, the optimum is highly stable in both HS and LS treatments. In each case, the median subject's predicted adjustment after surviving is zero: starting from the optimum, the median surviving subjects has no systematic tendency to adjust away. Moreover (though not plotted), at lower than optimal earnings the median predicted adjustment is negative in both treatments: in each treatment group, the median subject reduces her threshold towards the optimum (since too-high thresholds are usually the cause for such suboptimal earnings in our data). 18 Thus the counterfactuals suggest systematic tendencies towards optimal thresholds in both HS and LS treatments in the absence of survival concerns. Strikingly, the distributions are virtually identical across treatment groups, suggesting surviving subjects have equally strong tendencies towards the optimum in LS and HS treatments. Second, panel (b) shows that, after failing to survive, the stability of the optimum disappears.
After going bankrupt, subjects tend to increase their thresholds after earning optimal expected amounts in both treatment groups. The median prediction in each case is large and positive and in each case Wilcoxon tests allow us to reject the hypothesis they are equal to zero at the one percent level. Thus, survival failures destabilize the optimum for the median subject in both treatments and generate systematic hoarding. Again, the counterfactual distributions are virtually identical across treatment groups suggesting that bankruptcy has similarly disruptive effects at the optimum in LS and HS treatments.
Together, the counterfactuals suggest that our main treatment effects are driven by differences in survival rates and that survival bias is the primary mechanism. rates were near 100% at the optimum, the median LS subject would show no greater tendency towards hoarding than the median HS subject (and would display equally strong tendencies towards optima). Likewise, if survival rates were counterfactually very low at the optimum, the median HS subject would have a similar tendency to hoard as the median LS subject. Survival bias, identically distributed across treatments, generates much stronger upward deviations in the LS treatment only because optimal survival rates are extremely low there. 20 group. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests do not allow us to reject the hypothesis that counterfactual predictions are different in LS and HS treatments in either the survival case (p = 0.67) or the bankruptcy case (p = 0.71). This similarity indicates that common adjustment motivations govern behavior in each treatment group and reassures us that our estimates are picking up something driving (and not driven by) treatment effects.
20 As Appendix C shows, these conclusions do not change if we use estimates from the full dataset. Indeed the one statistical result that changes in the long run actually strengthens our account of the data. The median LS subject shows a small tendency to adjust downward from the optimum after surviving, suggesting slight tendency towards risk averse thresholds. Were it not for survival concerns, the median LS subject would actually tend to hold a slightly lower than wealth maximizing thresholds rather than the much higher than wealth maximizing thresholds observed in the data. Once again, then, the data suggests that the treatment level results we actually observe are driven
Result 6. For the median subject, the optimum is highly stable after survival but highly unstable after bankruptcy. This is equally true in HS and LS treatments and suggests that survival bias drives our treatment level results.
Discussion: Interpreting the Bias
We have operationalized and measured survival bias, but how should we interpret it, psychologically? The data do not answer this question directly, though in this section we discuss our favorite interpretation.
We view survival bias as an outgrowth of a deeply rooted heuristic rule to "avoid low survival strategies" -an important (perhaps even hard-wired) rule for any biological organism. Like all heuristics, this "Survival Seeking Heuristic" (SSH) is a reliable guide to optimal action in many (even most) spheres of life. And like all heuristics, it can lead to biased decision making when ported to the wrong domains. Although a heuristic towards survival is of primary importance for a biological entity, it is only secondarily important to an economic entity. This biologically important heuristic can therefore lead to serious biases when ported to economic decision making.
In a thematically related recent example from economics, Charness and Levine (2007) experimentally study an environment in which reinforcement learning -another useful heuristic in many real world settings -conflicts with optimal Bayesian decision making. They find that subjects tend to lean heavily on the reinforcement heuristic even though it is a poor fit to the setting, leading to persistent errors. We view survival bias as an instance of this sort of misapplied heuristic. Because the SSH is usually a reliable guide to optimal decisions, subjects have difficulty associating low survival odds with optimality. When subjects fail to survive, they sense that they have made a mistake and adjust their cash holdings to improve survival odds in the future. As in Charness and Levine, optimal decisions simply "feel wrong" to subjects in these cases.
To expand on this notion, it is useful to think of agents' behavior being shaped to varying degrees by both the SSH and a competing Wealth Seeking Heuristic (WSH). The Market Selection
Hypothesis is built on an assumption that these two heuristics will tend to generate similar behavior: the impulse to survive will generally lead agents to seek out profit maximizing strategies and vice versa. Dutta and Radner's contribution is to show that the two heuristics can, in fact, often generate systematically different behaviors. Our experiment effectively exogenously varies the degree to which the heuristics provide coinciding advice; in HS treatments they generally agree while in LS entirely by differences in survival rates.
treatments they provide systematically different advice.
Our results suggest that subjects follow both heuristics to some degree (and we suspect that subjects systematically conflate the two goals). 21 From period-to-period, subjects tend to respond both to variation in earned wealth and to variation in survival rates. The experiment shows, however, that SSH is strong enough relative to the WSH to lead to large and systematic errors when the two sharply conflict (as they only do in LS treatments). Importantly, the data shows that this heuristic is hardly a transient phenomenon. It is strikingly persistent even when repeatedly very costly: over half of subjects in LS treatments continue to hoard to a very costly degree even after dozens of repetitions of the decision problem.
Conclusion
Survival is an important motive in a number of settings, but is of secondary importance to a profit maximizing firm. In fact in many environments high rates of survival can only be achieved by deviating seriously from optimality. We report the results of a laboratory experiment studying how subjects manage dynamic cash flows in environments with bankruptcy risk. Our primary treatment variables varies whether optimality is consistent with high survival rates. When wealth maximization and high rates of survival are mutually consistent (our HS treatments), subjects show strong and immediate tendencies towards optima. Cash holdings in our two HS treatments separate cleanly as predicted towards two very distinct optimal levels and once reached, cash holdings stay close to optimal levels. However, when wealth maximization and high rates of survival are incompatible (our LS treatments), subjects persistently hoard excessive cash in an evident attempt to improve their prospects for survival.
Standard risk aversion over wealth may seem an appealing explanation for hoarding, but it cannot generate the types of deviations from optimality we observe in the data. Indeed, risk aversion over wealth should induce subjects to withdraw more cash than is optimal, not less. Moreover, subjects do not lose accumulated earnings when they go bankrupt suggesting that alternatives like loss aversion and prospect theory are poor explanations for our results. Period to period adjustments in strategies indicate, instead, that our results are generated by a bias towards survival. Controlling for earnings, subjects attempt to increase their cash hoards after experiencing bankruptcy but not after surviving, suggesting an aversion to bankruptcy events. This aversion is of roughly equal size in both LS and HS and seems to be the main driver of deviations from the optimum: counterfactual analysis using individual regression estimates suggest that in the absence of low survival rates, subjects would tend towards the optimum in all treatments.
Much work remains to be done on this topic. We studied four parameter combinations but examination of others may provide a sharper sense of the circumstances under which survival bias leads to deviations from optimality. It seems clear from our data that subjects are willing to make decisions that generate some risk of bankruptcy (our HS treatments) but avoid decisions that generate a great deal of bankruptcy risk (our LS treatments). Further exploration of the parameter space may provide sharper evidence on how subjects trade off earnings and survival.
Our experiment abstracts away from a number of important elements in the firm's cash-use decision problem in order to focus crisply on survival. Future research may lift some of these abstractions and give us a deeper picture of how individuals balance competing uses for cash. One important abstraction employed here is that firms are at scale with no investment opportunities or growth prospects. Dutta and Radner's (1999) model extends to firms with growth opportunities and we suspect the model can be usefully adapted into more elaborate experiments. Our design also abstracts away from markets for credit that can loosen constraints on survival and may impact the use of cash within the firm. Examining survival decisions in the setting of competitive credit markets may be an interesting direction for future research.
Finally, our results may suggest a useful methodological point. The market selection hypothesis -the classical justification for the profit maximization assumption in economic theory -holds that competitive markets are subject to natural-selection-like forces that kill off entities that fail to maximize profits (Friedman, 1953) . The hypothesis is sometimes invoked to argue that departures from optimality sometimes observed in economics experiments are unlikely to survive in the field. Dutta and Radner (1999) 
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Threshold Normalized Expected Earnings Figure 6 : Expected payoffs by threshold choice (τ ) based on 5000 simulated agents.
Appendix A: Payoff Hills
In this appendix we use simulation results to study how expected earnings vary with agents' threshold choices, τ . Doing this serves as a verification that our discretization and payoff procedures do not have an impact on the optimum. The exercise also serves to highlight the fact that under our parameters payoff gradients are relatively steep in the relevant region and peaked at the theoretical optimum, giving subjects relatively strong incentives to avoid hoarding.
Each simulation implements 5000 binomial approximations of the model described in section 2.1. For each simulation, we calculate the outcomes generated by agents choosing a variety of thresholds on an h-point grid. One of our main design goals was to select parameters that cause payoffs to decline sharply as agents hoard (move to the right of or above the optimum) in order to make deviations of this sort quite costly relative to optimizing. Doing this generates a very stringent test for the alternative hypothesis of survival bias and makes the bias observed in the data all the more credible.
Another design goal was to ensure that the gradient in expected payoffs as thresholds rise from the optimum not be significantly steeper in HS than LS treatments. Indeed, the slope of the hills to the right of the optimum are actually slightly steeper in the LS treatment, meaning incentives to optimize were even stronger than in the HS treatments. Thus the lower level of hoarding observed in the HS treatments cannot be due to flatter payoffs in those treatments.
An interesting feature of the parameterizations is that LS treatments have quite flat payoffs to the left of the optimum. Choosing a risk averse, lower-than-optimal strategy is therefore quite cheap for LS subjects. That the median subject tends to do the opposite -selecting much higher risk for much lower rewards -strongly indicates that biased decision making rather than risk preferences lie behind our main results.
Appendix B: Treatment Separation
We argue in section 4 that theoretical forces strongly shape behavior in high survival settings but not in low survival settings. We observe that thresholds not only come closer to optima, τ * in HS than in LS treatments but that thresholds only distinctly separate from one another towards theoretical levels in HS treatments.
In order to strengthen this case, we present data in this Appendix from a fifth treatment, HS-32, that serves as a useful robustness check. HS-32 is constructed using the parameter vector (h, p, q) = (2.5, 0.565, 0.005). The predicted threshold is higher than in the other treatments (τ * = 32.58) but survival rates at the optimum are exactly the same (s * = 0.88). We ran this treatment using 29 subjects at the University of California, Santa Cruz using the same subject pool and procedures as the main treatments.
HS-32 has several diagnostic qualities. First, it is widely separated from the other two HS treatments, giving us a third, distinct prediction. Second, given the typical initial starting points observed in other treatments, HS-32 thresholds are not predicted to fall over time. Wealth seek- ing subjects should learn to make less aggressive withdrawals rather than the more aggressive withdrawals prescribed for HS-22 and HS-10 subjects. In Low Survival treatments, thresholds are virtually indistinguishable and both series lie persistently above respective optima; LS-22 thresholds actually move away from the optimum over time.
Behavior in LS-10 and LS-22 look to come from the same population: a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test using individual subject medians in the final 10% of the session cannot distinguish thresholds from these two treatments (p = 0.28).
In High Survival treatments, by contrast, thresholds begin to separate immediately and in predicted directions. HS-10 and HS-22 immediately begin falling, stopping at 22 in HS-22 but 22 As in Figure 2 , we restrict ourselves to the cases in which overflow policies are strictly observed. Very similar results obtain using the full dataset.
continuing to fall well below 22 in HS-10. In the HS-32 treatment, thresholds actually move in the opposite direction, rising slowly up to the optimum of 32. By the end we can clearly statistically distinguish thresholds (at the one percent level) for any pair of HS treatments using KolmogorovSmirnov tests.
HS thresholds reach optima in the HS-32 and HS-22 treatments and stay at optima afterwards.
HS-10 thresholds do not reach the optimum by the end though they move further in the direction of the optimum than do the other two HS treatments. Moreover HS-10 series continue to move down over the final 40 periods and, if the observed trend were to continue, would reach the optimum eventually.
Overall, then, the data strongly suggest that optima have a powerful role in organizing HS data (both qualitatively and quantitatively) but have no evident influence on LS behavior. Goals other than wealth maximization appear to be governing decision making in the LS treatment.
Appendix C: Individual Estimates In the Longer Run
In sections 6.1 and 6.2 we report the results of individual regressions conducted on the first third (20 periods) of the session. We focus on this subset for two main reasons. First, virtually all of the systematic adjustment that need to be explained occur over this interval. Second, and more importantly, we want to develop measures that are maximally comparable between treatment groups (HS vs. LS). Differential long run experience may show up in the adjustment model over the longer term.
In this appendix, for robustness and transparency, we replicate this statistical analysis using the full 60 periods of data. Almost all of the results continue to hold. The one result that changes actually strengthens arguments made in sections 6.1 and 6.2.
For each subject we estimate the statistical model (with the same covariates as specification 3 in table 3) on each individual subjects using the full dataset. This dataset of coefficients matches the analysis in the text in the following respects:
• Bias estimates are positive at the median and statistically significant for both LS (5.47, p < 0.001) and HS subjects (5.14, p < 0.001).
• The distributions of bias estimates across subjects are statistically indistinguishable across LS and HS treatment groups (p = 0.127).
• Counterfactual adjustment predictions at the optimum after bankruptcy are greater than zero in both LS (p < 0.001) and HS (p < 0.001).
• Counterfactual adjustment predictions at the optimum after survival are indistinguishable from zero in the HS treatment (p = 0.07).
The one result that changes when using the full dataset is the predicted counterfactual adjustment after survival in the LS treatment. However as we've said, the change strengthens our interpretation of the data. The median surviving LS subject adjusts her threshold downward by -1.05 points (p = 0.031) at the optimum and this difference is statistically significant. This implies that absent bias, LS subjects would systematically tend a bit below the optimum. As in the earlier estimates, this suggests that the hoarding observed in LS subjects is entirely due to the low survival rates in that treatment. If subjects survived 100% of the time, they would tend to adjust to thresholds slightly below wealth maximizing levels -the opposite of what we observe in the data.
Why the difference from HS estimates (where counterfactuals continue to predict roughly zero adjustment at the optimum)? We suspect this is due to significantly flatter payoff hills below (to the left) of the optimum in LS treatments. This can be clearly visualized in Figure 6 above.
Subjects in LS can very cheaply set moderately risk averse strategies by lowering their threshold relative to the optimum. The same deviations in the HS treatment would be several times more costly. We suspect that, in the long run, subjects' decisions come to reflect a sensitivity to this difference in reward space. In the long run, then, the steady state for surviving subjects in the LS treatment would be modestly risk averse thresholds. That we instead see the opposite, again, strongly suggests that survival concerns drive treatment differences relative to HS.
Appendix D: Instructions to Subjects
Subjects were given printed copies of these instructions at the beginning of each session and instructions were read out loud. Parameters to be implemented in the session were written on a white board and pointed out to subjects before the session began.
Instructions
You are about to participate in an experiment in the economics of decision-making. The National Science Foundation and other agencies have provided the funding for this project. If you follow these instructions carefully and make good decisions, you can earn a CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF MONEY, which will be PAID TO YOU IN CASH at the end of the experiment.
Your computer screen will display useful information. Remember that the information on your computer screen is PRIVATE. To insure best results for yourself and accurate data for the experimenters, please DO NOT COMMUNICATE with the other participants at any point during the experiment. If you have any questions, or need assistance of any kind, raise your hand and one of the experimenters will come.
In the experiment you will make decisions over several periods.
At the end of the last period, you will be paid $5.00, plus the sum of your earnings over all periods.
The Basic Idea.
Each period you will control an account of cash the size of which constantly changes. Sometimes it falls and sometimes it rises (but it rises slightly more often than it falls). At each moment you will decide how much cash to keep in your account and how much to withdraw as a payment to yourself. If the account ever goes below zero, you will be bankrupt, and your cash account will stay at zero for the remainder of the period. At some random point the period will end and all of the cash left in the account (if any) will disappear. You will however keep whatever you have withdrawn so far. We will pay you based on the total amount of withdrawals you have made by the end of the period (NOT based on how much or how little cash you have accumulated).
Screen Information.
The cash in your account is shown as a jagged blue line that scrolls from left to right, with the rightmost tip (shown as a blue circle) representing the current cash level, C. Previous values move left, as on a ticker tape.
You will control a barrier, B, that determines the maximum amount of cash you currently will keep in your account. The current barrier is shown on your screen as a horizontal dotted line. Any time the current cash level, C, rises above the barrier, B, all cash in excess of B will be withdrawn and the cash will drop to the level of the barrier. The screen will show these withdrawals as small vertical green lines. The more green lines accumulated during the period, the more you will earn.
Remember, the current value of the barrier only affects current and future withdrawals -it has no effect on the past.
At the beginning of the period you will be allowed to control the barrier by clicking on the threshold and dragging it up or down. If you raise or lower the barrier the graph may rescale.
Once you have set the barrier, you can start the period either by clicking on the white space of the graph or by pressing the space bar. At any time you may press the space bar (or click the white space) again to pause the period. While the period is paused you may change the level of the barrier by clicking and dragging. You may do this is often as you like. Simply press the space bar (or click the white space) to resume the period.
If your cash account ever drops to zero, you will receive a notification that you are bankrupt.
The cash line will turn red and the cash will stay at zero for the remainder of the period.
You will also be notified when the period randomly ends. When the period is over, you can press the space bar (or click on the white space) to start the next period. When the new period starts, we will reset the level of cash and give you another opportunity to play. There will be a number of periods during this game.
On the upper right hand side of the screen you will be shown the current barrier, the total level of withdrawals made during the period so far and the total level of withdrawals made during the entire experiment (added up across all periods so far). On the upper left side of the screen you will be shown the current period and current tick within the period (there are 5 ticks per second).
Payment.
Withdrawals translate into dollars according to a formula written on the white board. You will be paid in cash at the end of the experiment for the withdrawals made in all periods plus the $5
show-up fee. For example, if the formula is $0.02 per withdrawal point in excess of 1000, and if you earn 1682 points, then your cash payment is $5.00 + $(1682 -1000)*0.02 = $5.00 + $13.64 = $18.64.
Details.
Here are a few details of how C unfolds. • You will be paid based on your withdrawals (green lines) NOT based on the total cash in your account.
• The period is a series of many "ticks" (e.g., 5 ticks per second).
• Each tick the current size of the cash account C moves randomly up or down by a fixed number of points, e.g., 1.1.
• Upticks are slightly more likely than downticks, e.g., each tick is up with probability 51% or down with probability 49%.
• The period ends (the cash account evaporates) with a small probability each tick, e.g., 1 2 of 1%.
• The random process governing period lengths is memoryless. That means the expected number of ticks left in the period never changes, regardless of how many ticks have already passed.
The expected number of ticks left in the period is exactly the same at tick 100 as it is at tick 0.
• The actual values (for ticks per second, tick size, uptick probability, and evaporation probability) will be written on the board before the experiment begins.
• You will set the initial value of the barrier, B, before the first period starts and afterwards it will always start where you left it at the end of the previous period. Of course you are welcome to change the barrier at any point you like.
• You are paid ONLY based on your withdrawals NOT based on how large (or small) your cash account becomes. Whatever you withdraw is yours to keep (even if you go bankrupt), Frequently Asked Questions Q1. Is this some kind of psychology experiment with an agenda you haven't told us?
Answer: No. It is an economics experiment. If we do anything deceptive, or don't pay you cash as described, then you can complain to the campus Human Subjects Committee and we will be in serious trouble. These instructions are meant to clarify how you earn money, and our interest is in seeing how people make investment timing decisions.
Q2. How long does a period last? Is there a minimum or maximum?
Answer: The length of time is random. For example, suppose the probability is 0.005 that any tick is the last, and there are 5 ticks per second. In this case, the average length of a period is 200 ticks or about 40 seconds. Many periods will last less than the average, and a few will last much longer. Periods longer than 7 minutes are so unlikely that you probably will never see one. The minimum length is one tick, but it is unlikely you will ever see a period quite that short! Q3. How many periods will there be?
Answer: Lots. We aren't supposed to say the exact number, but there will be dozens and dozens of periods.
Q4. Are there patterns in upticks and downticks?
Answer: No. We've tried very hard to make it random. No matter what the recent history of upticks and downticks, the probability that the next tick is up is always the same (and is written on the board). 
